holiday presents

The Gift of Fit

Don’t sweat it! From gadgets to gizmos to the latest gear, we’ve found the most
innovative gifts for your resident fitness buff. By Kate Daley and Jill Buchner

Take tea on the
road wit h this
stainless-steel
infuser.
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1. Hot Headphones

The skier or snowboarder on
your list will love these wireless
audio drop-ins that deliver sound
through a helmet. Rock out while
racing down the slopes, and
just tap the helmet to turn up
the tunes. Outdoor Tech Chips
Universal Bluetooth Wireless
Helmet Audio, $130, sportchek.ca.

2. teatime This glass bottle
keeps tea hot—or water cool—
while your loved one is on the go.
With a bottom that twists off for
easy cleaning, this vessel also

features a removable sleeve for
protection against wear and tear,
plus a stainless-steel tea infuser.
Glass water bottle tea infuser,
$24, titika.ca.

3. Trendy Tote Ideal for
the active multitasker, this bag
really has it all. A stylish tote
that converts into a backpack
for running, biking or skiing, it
has designated compartments
for a laptop, a yoga mat and
cosmetics so they’ll never be
without. Lily tote bag, $120,
lolewomen.com.
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4. Wool for the Win

Update the outdoor athlete’s
winterwear with a Fair Isle–
inspired layering piece made
of 100 percent New Zealand
merino wool. With no itch factor,
this natural-fibre garment is
breathable, odour-resistant and
perfect for après-ski. Vertex half
zip, $160, ca.icebreaker.com.

5. Light It Up For the winter
runner, this flashlight (with
adjustable hand strap) has a
24-degree downward projection
for viewing the road ahead and

Slip your yoga
mat into this
perfect pocket.

a rear-facing red LED light for
visibility from behind. It also has
a panic button if you need to
scare off wildlife (or strangers).
Zephyr Fire 100 Hand Torch,
$65, nathansports.com.

6. Get a Grip Good for
weather up to -40°C, these
made-in-Canada boots do more
than keep toes warm. For added
traction on those brisk, icy days,
simply flip over the patented
swivel-hinged ice grippers on the
sole. Ice Gripper Kelly boots,
$410, pajar.com.
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Heated
insoles mean
no more
frozen toes.
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7. Walk On Get active as
a family this season with a pair
of made-in-Quebec snowshoes.
These all-around shoes are great
for flatlands, deep powdered
snow and hiking. Women’s Active
Mountain snowshoes, $209,
gvsnowshoes.com.
8. Fashion-Savvy
Fitness Wearable devices

might be functional, but they’re
not often chic, too. Activitytracker manufacturer Fitbit
and designer Tory Burch are
aiming to change that with a
new accessories collection
that includes a brass bracelet,
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a pendant and printed silicone
wristbands in two colours—all
made for the stylish fitness fiend.
From $38, fitbit.com.

9. Get Inspired Yogis will
absolutely love this patterned
mat that’s designed to enhance
both performance and the
view from downward dog. The
stunning microfibre top layer
absorbs sweat during steamy
hot-yoga sessions, while the
rubber base provides a solid
foundation. Best of all? It’s
machine-washable for an easy
cleanup post-workout. Hot
(Towel) Mat, $58, lululemon.com.

10. Trek Yourself The
outdoor enthusiast will high-five
you after receiving these poles for
trekking, hiking and snowshoeing.
Compact (they collapse into
thirds for easy travel), adjustable
and made with durable lightweight
aluminum, these all-season poles
are a breeze to use, no matter
the activity. Black Diamond Ultra
Mountain FL Poles, $114, mec.ca.
11. A LEG UP High-performance
compression socks are a
superb way to help the runner
or triathlete in your life achieve
a personal best. While improving
circulation, these socks also

minimize blisters and counter
fatigue and swelling in your
legs. Zoot Ultra 2.0 CRx Socks,
$65, mec.ca.

12. Toasty Toes For those
who love to be on the slopes but
hate Jack Frost nipping at their
toes, give the gift of cozy feet.
You can warm up any insoles
with this set, which includes a
high-powered lithium battery
pack that connects to an insole
heating element and clips onto
the side of a ski boot. Sidas Foot
Warming System Pro, $300; Lange
Women’s RX80 Low Volume Ski
Boots, $400; sportinglife.ca.
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